Software

Sophisticated, fail-safe, user-friendly
Software from KBA-Metronic: Sophisticated, fail-safe, user-friendly

code-M software

With the code-M software and its upgrades you are able to optimize your production and will be ready to meet the requirements of tomorrow. The line monitoring and central management of the devices via PC reduces bottlenecks and speeds up your process.

You will be able to integrate camera control systems and to avoid incorrect operator intervention and thus achieve optimal production and dependability.

Application fields

Applications include line monitoring, operating the Printer via PC or connection of camera control systems.

The use of Windows printer drivers or the centrally managed print jobs is possible with code-M and its upgrades.

Industry-specific solutions such as Extrusion Lite or Pro are included in the module code-M sector. Depending on the requirements the software can be individually developed.

No compromises

Key features of KBA-Metronic software code-M are:

• coordination of print jobs from Windows applications (for example, Codesoft)
• full monitoring and control of coding systems
• use of Windows printer drivers (Codesoft, Windows programs)
• editor module for easy creation of complex text layouts e.g. from a central point (work preparation) of
• integrated camera interface for easy implementation of Track & Trace requirements
• solutions for the pipe and cable industry
• special applications for list print
• monitoring of customer-specific signals in real time etc.
The coding software code-M from KBA-Metronic is an absolute all-star. Whether for line monitoring, track & trace application or the simple operation of printing devices via PC – manage your production safely and efficiently with code-M.

We offer maximum reliability. Use the power of the integrated remote diagnostic of code-M and get high speed support. In collaboration with you, we analyze your data, check reports and support you quickly and effectively to achieve even more output. Get a 360° viewing of your performance with code-M.

Your needs are our priority! The individual requirements of your industry often require special software features. That is why we have developed with code-M sector industry-specific solutions. Global leaders e.g. from the food, beverage, tobacco and cable industry can successfully integrate their production with code-M sector.
Future Focused & Flexible

Enjoy the freedom and speed to react to market trends with spontaneous marketing campaigns, promotion codes and print of serial numbers delivered by the flexibility of this system.
Expansion of the production line with a camera control system can also be simply achieved with code-M, so you are well prepared for the challenges of tomorrow!

User-Friendly & Easy

The ease of use of our coding systems is valued by many customers. We utilize the same concept in our code-M software. You can operate the printer unrestricted with all functionalities via PC using the familiar template of our devices. Reduce your work-paths with central control through code-M software!

Intelligent & Optimized

Optimize your production and control your coding centrally. The line monitoring gives you a clear look at the current status of the devices all to the comfort of your workplace. Restart print jobs simultaneously on all lines, acknowledge remote messages and reduce operator intervention. Implement all of these smart and time-saving features with code-M.
Founded in 1972, KBA-Metronic GmbH is a medium-sized company with approximately 300 employees and has been a wholly owned subsidiary of Koenig and Bauer AG since 2004.

KBA-Metronic specializes in the development, design, production and marketing of printing, coding and marking technology.

As a total coding solutions provider, KBA-Metronic is at the forefront of the very latest market developments and totally in touch with customer needs.

KBA-Metronic coding systems can be found in many industrial application fields all over the world. Global leaders in all industries have successfully implemented ink jet, laser, thermal ink jet, hot stamp, thermal transfer printer and offline coding systems from KBA-Metronic.

For further information please contact our sales department or local agent at:

KBA-Metronic GmbH
Benzstr. 11
D-97209 Veitshöchheim
Phone +49 (0)931 9085-0
Fax +49 (0)931 9085-100
www.kba-metronic.com
info@kba-metronic.com

Our agent: